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Abstract. The Microwave Infrared Combined Rainfall Algorithm (MICRA) consists in a statistical integration method
using the satellite microwave-based rain-rate estimates, assumed to be accurate enough, to calibrate spaceborne infrared measurements on limited sub-regions and time windows. Rainfall retrieval is pursued at the space-time scale of
typical geostationary observations, that is at a spatial resolution of few kilometers and a repetition period of few tens
of minutes. The actual implementation is explained, although the basic concepts of MICRA are very general and
the method is easy to be extended for considering innovative statistical techniques or measurements from additional
space-borne platforms. In order to demonstrate the potentiality of MICRA, case studies over central Italy are also discussed. Finally, preliminary results of MICRA validation by
ground based remote and in situ measurements are shown
and a comparison with a Neural Network (NN) based technique is briefly illustrated.

1 Introduction
The problem of using satellite remote sensing data to retrieve
rainfall is fairly complicated since presently there is not a
single spaceborne platforms which can carry all the suitable
instruments to ensure all the properties to the rainfall product (Levizzani et al., 1995; Vicente et al., 1998; Turk et al.,
1999). From a meteorological point of view, visible (VIS)
and infrared (IR) radiometers can give information on cloud
top layers. On the other hand, microwave (MW) radiometers
can detect cloud structure and rainrate since MW brightness
temperatures (TB’s) are fairly sensitive to liquid and ice hydrometeors (Ferraro, 1997). Regarding platforms, Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites can ensure a coverCorrespondence to: F. S. Marzano
(marzano@die.uniroma1.it)

age with a high temporal sampling, while Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellites have the advantage to enable the use of microwave sensors, but with a major drawback of low temporal sampling. Therefore, LEO-MW and GEO-IR radiometry
are clearly complementary for monitoring the Earth’s atmosphere and a highly variable phenomenon such as precipitation.
Statistical integration of satellite infrared and microwave
data can be accomplished in several ways (Kummerow and
Giglio, 1995; Bellerby et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2001;
Marzano et al., 2001). On one hand, there is a choice of
what variables (i.e., predictors) to match in order to provide
the final product. A possibility is represented by the direct
combination of MW TB’s and thermal IR (TIR) radiances,
having the advantage to exploit the observable information
without any post-processing and the disadvantage to request
IR and MW measurements matched in space and time. The
latter condition is only satisfied a limited number of times in
a given area if few LEO platforms are considered thus flaring the statistical significance of any empirically-trained retrieval algorithm. The feasible approach would be that based
on physically-based retrieval algorithms which, on the other
hand, would need a climatological and microphysical tuning.
In order to avoid these difficulties, one can resort to approaches whose aim is to combine IR measurements and
MW-based estimates on a cumulative statistical distribution basis. Indeed, artificial neural network (NN) can
be conveniently applied to the same problem dealing with
empirically-trained algorithms showing comparable performances (Hsu et al., 1997; Grimes et al., 2003; Tapiador et
al., 2004a, 2004b).
In this work, the Microwave Infrared Combined Rainfall
Algorithm (MICRA) is presented, based on the statistical integration of collocated GEO-IR and LEO-MW data accomplished on a local scale (Marzano et al., 2003, 2004) and it is
compared with a NN-based algorithm: NEREMIS (NEural
Rainfall Estimation algorithm using Microwave and Infrared
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Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the MICRA block diagram and flow chart.

Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the MICRA block diagram and flow chart.

Sensors). As an application, some case studies on the area
of central Italy are discussed, comparing satellite based estimates with ground-based remote (radar) and in situ (rain
gauges) observations, in order to demonstrate the potentiality
of monitoring precipitation using the proposed techniques.

scale (collocation step). This step consists in temporally locating the GEO-IR data within the past few tens
of minutes of the LEO-MW data time and to re-map into
the geographic coordinates both GEO-IR and LEO-MW
measurements available observations. Note that, since
spatial resolution of MW data is generally worse than
IR ones, a MW field-of-view of nominal area A generally includes more than one IR pixel. As a result of
the background process, a data set is generated, containing the per-pixel rain-rate retrieved from LEO-MW
data, the co-located GEO-IR brightness temperature and
the pixel geo-location. This process is continuously ongoing, since new LEO-MW and GEO-IR data are continuously ingested depending on available satellite platforms.

i) The first step of the background process consists: in
estimating the surface rain-rate from available LEO-MW
measurements by means of either empirical retrieval
2 Microwave infrared combined rainfall algorithm
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Fig. 2. Neural Network architecture for rainfall estimation.

Fig 2 Neural Network architecture for rainfall estimation
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From a quantitative point of view, MICRA seems to underestimate rain rate values when compared to ground based
radar measurements. Possible sources of underestimation
might be related to algorithm parameterization, such as the
choice of sub-region size and spacing or the look-back time
lag, whose optimum values have to be investigated in deeper
detail.
A systematic validation of MICRA and NEREMIS with
ground-based measurements is planned, but their intercomparison of estimated rain field shows encouraging agreements. Inclusions of data derived from other sensors, like
MODIS and AMSR, are also foreseen.
Once that the algorithms have been tested and validated,
the resulting optimized version will be included in a monitoring and forecast operational framework. The exploitation of
Meteosat Second Generation - High Rate Information Transmission (HRIT) data is finally the challenging aim of a further development and extension of the proposed techniques.
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